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Aspirations matter,
not size.
Those with great ambitions belong among the legends. While fertile
surroundings facilitate rapid growth, constant flow of inspiration can drive
you towards success. Therefore, in order to make it big, an ideal
workplace plays a significant role. It should assist you in all aspects to fulfil
your goals and objectives and be surrounded with immense motivation
that fortifies swift growth of your business.

Let your space speak
for your business.
Solus is a brilliantly planned edifice for all business types. It features retail
spaces on the ground and first levels and office spaces in the rest of the
premises. Furthermore, all its facets have been crafted in a detailed manner
to boost the productivity of your business to greater levels. Settled in the
magnificent Hiranandani Estate, Solus has some major-league organisations
as its neighbours. Arrive at work through the tree-lined boulevards and relish
the verdant splendour around. With the most happening - The Walk, a
premium shopping arena within the vicinity, find inspiration on the ever-busy
street lined with some of the best brands.
This is just a visual representation. The furniture & fixtures shown above are not a part of the office space of Solus.

Not only that, let companies like TCS with around 22,000 employees plus the
Bayer CropScience just around the corner motivate the entrepreneur in you,
every day. Conduct business in tranquil surroundings and watch success
coming towards you in rapid motion. Let the awe-inspiring aesthetics of the
structure delight your allies as well as the clients.
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Ergonomically
designed to enhance
your every day.
Amenities
Floor Plate Efficiency

Upto 60% approx

Number of Floors

Lower Basement + Upper Basement
+ Ground + 26 Floors

Floor to Floor Height

Ground 4.2 meters and other floors 4 meters

Windows

Powder coated aluminium windows

Elevators

8 high speed elevators and 2 parking elevators

Entrance Hall

Spaciously designed large entrance lobbies

Lift Lobbies

Finished with tiles

Security

Common security at the entrance lobby

Fire Fighting

Underground and Overhead Tank for Fire
fighting purposes according to CFO norms.
Provision for sprinklers at all the floors
as per CFO norms

Water

Water available from Thane Municipal Corporation

Internal features
Fully Air-Conditioned Shops and Offices with floor tiles

Actual image of Solus
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TCS

Hiranandani
Business
Park,Thane.
The name says it all.
With its elegant workspaces and world-class amenities,
Hiranandani Business Park has attracted some of the biggest
names in the world of business. The lake city of Thane has itself
acquired fame and prestige because of the presence of
Hiranandani.
To name one, TCS has acquired a total of 1.8 million sq. ft. arena
for its mammoth task force of around 14,000 employees in phase
1. The Bayer CropScience boasts of its India head office right
here. Besides, the Business Park’s unique benefit of being in the

*

middle of nature has made it the preferred choice of blue-chip
Bayer House

Companies, Banks and MNC’s and offices of other Indian
corporates.
ICICI Bank, Avantor, M & R Consultants, Andhra Bank, Axis Bank,
Indian Bank. Encompassed by such inspiring neighbours will
always keep you driven towards your goals. Not only that, with
smart studio, 1 BHK residences and small offices coming nearby
in Solus right there, it simply helps you strike the right balance
between work and life. Plus, life never gets monotonous at
Hiranandani with The Walk giving you the daily dose of fun, food
and entertainment. All in all, Hiranandani Business Park, Thane is
the place to get your business up and going like never before.

*

*Actual image of Hiranandani Estate, Thane.
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In today’s fast-paced world, it is eminent to make optimum utilisation of time. Therefore,

Connectivity drives
business. But you
can choose to cruise.

one has to wisely choose the destination for their business. Being settled in Thane, Solus
enjoys a plethora of location advantages. It offers supreme level of convenience as all
essentials are within the vicinity.

Actual image of Ghodbunder Road, Thane
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Actual image of Hiranandani Estate, Thane

Hiranandani Estate,
Benchmarking
community living in Thane.
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Hiranandani Foundation School

Hiranandani Hospital

Creating
communities
with care
We at Hiranandani strongly believe in endlessly working towards
creating an environment that’s conducive to every individual. The

*

level of comfort, the sense of security and the feeling of bliss in
everyday
Tennis Courts

Clubhouse

living,

more

or

less

recapitulates

the lifestyle

experiences at Hiranandani Estate.
The townships flawlessly reflect a commitment that has only
grown stronger with time. A commitment to create communities
that set an example for the rest and go on to enrich more and
more lives.

Landscaped Garden
*Actual images of Hiranandani Estate, Thane.
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Actual image of The Walk High Street, Hiranandani Estate, Thane

Indulge in the New Age
High Street experience
- The Walk.
Acclaimed the world over for engaging shopping experiences, the concept of
High Street Shopping in all its glory has arrived in India with The Walk. Located
at Hiranandani Estate, Thane's finest lifestyle destination, The Walk boasts an
impressive line-up of premium brands, supermarket, cafes and fine dining
restaurants in a refreshing high street format. Thoughtfully designed and
created for discerning retail shoppers, The Walk has become the most

intermezze.in

frequented retail destination.
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HIRANANDANI ESTATE, THANE
*Trees and Green Area shown is for representation purpose only.
*Layout plan is not up to the scale.
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Wide dreams,
drawing the
eyes skyward
Exceeding expectations and living up to many mantles,
Hiranandani group has marked its presence through building
world-class townships, introducing integrated lifestyles and
building better communities, with a focus on creating superior
experiences in every aspect of life. With a dedicated and
experienced team of professionals assisting the management,
Hiranandani Group has grown into a valuable real estate
company with a significant presence in India.
Better townships for better communities.
Every Hiranandani township reflects this commitment to raising a
complete world that looks into all aspects of living. Diverse
ventures come together to create an integrated experience,
minutely balancing all areas of happiness. An eco-friendly
ambience, convenient infrastructure, luxurious lifestyle and
proximity to work are seamlessly incorporated together, adding
depth and joy to daily life.

Interior image of Olympia, Hiranandani Gardens, Powai.
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